
Speed Sound Set 3 Knowledge Organiser
Key Vocabulary

Fred Talk —Fred is the green frog  who can only speak in sounds. So Fred talk is when 
the children sound out each sound to help them blend and read the word.

Fred out loud —sound out the word by talking out loud.

Fred in your head —sound out the word in your head.

Special Friends —are two letters that make one sound. E.g ay in p-l-ay

Chatty Friends —these are special friends that are split up by another sound going 
between them. E.g. a-e in s-n-a-k-e

Red words —These are tricky words that cannot be sounded out with Fred talk. E.g
the, all.

Fred fingers —When segmenting a word we match each sound to a finger and press the 
finger as we say thee sound to help  us write.

Nonsense words —words that are not real words but allow the children to practice 
Fred talking and blending sounds. 

Expression —when we read using expression our voices change to match the mood of 
the book and take into account the way sentences have been punctuated.

Power words —- Words that an author (or child) has used that are powerful and are a 
good alternative to a simpler word that the children are more likely to use. E.g. 
‘sprinted’ instead of ‘ran’, ‘miserable’ instead of ‘sad’.

Hold a sentence —the teacher tells the children what sentence they want them to 
write. The teacher says it five or six times and the children repeat it before sitting 
down to write it.

Red Words
does, other, two, could, ball, would, wash, water, anyone, over,  wasn't, 
through, once, son, whole, people, should, come, many, mother, above, 
father, here, buy, bought, great, someone, another, walk, caught, worse, 
everyone, talk, thought, love, wear

Examples of nonsense words: 

wirp, dake, frerb, bline, braits, meve, meast, vaw, pobe, scrid, splire.


